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about.
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no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of our writings, products, services, website,
or other content. You are responsible for your own investment research and decisions. You should seek the advice of a
qualified investment advisor and fully understand any and all risks before investing.

Block49 may own a position in the token mentioned in this presentation and therefore, the reader should always assume
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Overview of  Terra
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Core Protocols
Terra currently has two main protocols: Anchor and Mirror. 

Anchor is a money market that allows depositors to earn a high 
and fixed yield, and Mirror allows anyone to invest in popular U.S. 

equities and commodities in a permission-less manner. 

LUNA Tokenomics
LUNA can be redeemed and swapped for Terra’s stablecoins 

dollar-for-dollar, in which subsequently results in LUNA being 
burned. Swap fees are also delegated to LUNA stakers. Higher 

demand for stables results in price appreciation of LUNA

Terra Blockchain Offers 
Multiple Paths of  Value
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Section I: Overview of Terra

Terra is a blockchain protocol that is powered
by smart contracts and algorithmically
backed by the native token LUNA. Terra
currently offers 4 diversified avenues of value
for LUNA holders, all of which have seen
tremendous growth in the past year alone.

Terra, much like the Ethereum blockchain,
collects fees when transactions are made
within the network. Use cases for transactions
include CHAI - a mobile payment processing
app. Terra also offers consumers seamless
access to various stablecoins through their
Swap feature, where one dollar worth of
LUNA can always be redeemed for one dollar
worth of a stablecoin. Terra currently offers
more than a dozen different stablecoins.
Stablecoins can be primarily used within core
Terra’s two core protocols: Anchor and Mirror.

LUNA Token’s Value Propositions

CHAI Integration
Terra blockchain acts as a transaction processor for the rapidly 

expanding mobile payment application CHAI. With every 
transaction, Terra earns a small fee that eventually goes towards 

LUNA stakers

1
Ecosystem Expansion

Terra is a building a whole ecosystem of consumer products 
on top of the two core protocols Anchor and Mirror. Led by    

institutional backing, other upcoming products include 
real-world spending ramps, and yield aggregators

3
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Terra Raised $32M in Seed Funding During Crypto Winter 
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Section I: Overview of Terra

In 2018, during the depths of Crypto Winter, Terra was able to raise $32 million from notable venture capital firms and 
investment funds including Binance Labs, Polychain Capital, Huobi Capital, and Kenetic Capital. 

Binance Labs is a venture arm of Binance, which is one of the largest centralized cryptocurrency exchanges in the world. 
Polychain Capital is backed by a16z and Sequoia Capital, and is led by Coinbase’s first employee, Olaf Carlson-Wee.  Kenetic
Capital is led by early crypto investor Jehan Chu. 

Funded By Crypto-Native Backers

Sources: Business Wire

“While we see many stablecoins coming out, Terra's journey is 
especially meaningful as they are designing one of the few price-
stable protocols with existing, working, and strong go-to-market 

strategy and usage. We are constantly impressed by the founders’ 
leadership and earnest commitment to the business, and excited to 

support the team.”

— Ella Zhang, Binance Labs

“Its existing technology and compelling business model provide an 
ideal launching pad for Terra to fundamentally disrupt how everyday 

digital commerce is conducted across global consumer markets.”

— Karthik Raju of Polychain Capital



Core Protocols
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Terra Has Already Become its Very Own Crypto-Verse
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Section II: Core Protocols

Within the past few months, the use cases for Terra’s stablecoins have grown rapidly. Primarily using the stablecoin 
pegged to the American dollar (UST), users can interact with Anchor, which essentially serves as a digital savings account, 
and Mirror, which is a crypto-native investment platform where users can invest in American equities. 

Both Anchor and Mirror have blossomed in popularity over the last few months, and continued networks effects will 
improve the user experience especially within Mirror, where growing demand is highly correlated within increased 
liquidity, equity selection, and reduction in slippage and fees. 

Terra’s Core Financial Ecosystem

Purchase LUNA Redeem LUNA 
For UST

Earn Yield With 
Anchor

Invest With 
Mirror

Terra is a synergistic ecosystem that contains its very own core suite of financial products; users with generic 
investment preferences can earn favorable yields without ever having to leave the Terra Ecosystem



What is Anchor? – The First Core Protocol
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Section II: Core Protocols

Dubbed as the ‘Stripe for Savings’, Anchor Protocol is an easy-to-use money market platform that allows depositors to earn 
steady interest on their deposited capital within a few simple steps. Anchor continuously tries to match the ‘Anchor Rate’, 
which is set by Governance. Anchor achieves these favorable yields (deposit APY is currently 18.07%) through real rewards 
that are sourced by platform collateral deposits and earned through staking rewards on PoS blockchains. These collateral 
deposits are driven by demand for leverage, and similar to a model such as MakerDAO, borrowers can collateralize bLUNA, 
a potentially appreciative asset, in order to borrow the UST stablecoin. 

Anchor is Simple To Use

Sources: Anchor Protocol

Anchor Is For Everyone Anchor Is Powering Innovation

Anchor’s open-source nature allows for
integration opportunities that make the
Anchor Protocol more appealing in the
long run. One particular example is Pylon
Protocol, where Anchor depositors can
spend future yields on products such as
T.V. subscription services, without ever
having to lose or spend their initial
principal. Not only does Anchor benefit
by attracting more depositors, but
additional value-creation products within
the Terra ecosystem incentivize users to
interact with UST in the long run.

Anchor Protocol compares itself to Stripe
because it is simple to use for the average
user. Navigating dozens of different
platforms on various blockchains is not
an easy task, especially when variability of
interest rates on different platforms can
lead to tremendous capital elasticity. By
constantly aiming to satisfy the fixed
Anchor Rate, depositors do not need to
worry about moving capital around, and
thus can be relatively worry-free once a
UST deposit is made.

Compared to a traditional bank account,
Anchor is a permission-less protocol in
which anyone can participate. There are
no freezes, or minimum deposits. In
comparison to other blockchains,
Ethereum is the most popular blockchain
in terms of decentralized finance
protocols. However, excessive gas fees
serve as a barrier to entry to those with
small capital bases. Terra’s relatively
cheap fees can reach otherwise
untapped target audiences.
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Section II: Core Protocols
Anchor Money Market Flow

Depositor

Borrower

Trades LUNA for 
bLUNA, bLUNA

earns partial 
staking rewards 

and can instantly 
be collateralized

Collaterizes
bLUNA, forfeits 
partial staking 

rewards by locking 
it in, borrows UST, 

pays interest

Ensures proper 
LTV ratio to avoid 
being liquidated, 
pays back loan, 

regains access to 
bLUNA

Deposits UST into 
‘savings’ account / 

money market

Entitled to 
collateralized 

bLUNA staking 
rewards, 

liquidation fees,  & 
borrower interest

Receives 18-20% 
APY, can withdraw 
funds at anytime 

due to ‘pooled 
funding’ structure

When a borrower redeems LUNA for bLUNA, they must choose to delegate their actual LUNA to a provider 
such as Forbole; re-distribution of real staking rewards goes partly towards UST depositors when bLUNA is 

locked in as collateral
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bLUNA over LUNA

• By redeeming LUNA for bLUNA,
users forego the opportunity of
receiving full staking rewards directly
from Terra delegators themselves, as
well as potential exclusive airdrops
assigned to LUNA stakers

• bLUNA holders still earn staking
rewards in the form of UST, as the
Anchor Protocol automatically uses
the redeemed LUNA to collect
staking rewards and convert them
into UST to be distributed to bLUNA
holders

• Since LUNA has an unbonding period
of 21 days, a user may prefer to hold
bLUNA in order access leverage at
any time

• Perceived value of instant access to
leverage is higher than opportunity
cost of LUNA vs. bLUNA rewards

• Once bLUNA is used as collateral and
locked into the ‘borrowing’ system,
the rewards that would be otherwise
be accrued to bLUNA holders are
automatically foregone and given to
money market UST lenders

• Therefore, bLUNA earns 0 rewards
when it is used as collateral to borrow
UST

• Borrowers may use UST to speculate
on other assets

• bLUNA is a collateral asset that
experiences price volatility, and
borrowing interest rates contribute
to the LTV ratio, therefore liquidation
risk must be considered

• Perceived potential reward from
UST-denominated loan trades is
higher than the foregone bLUNA
rewards (currently ~15% APY)

UST Access over bLUNA Rewards 

• If a user believes in the long-term
value of LUNA and is relatively risk-
averse, those with sufficient amounts
of capital can potentially perform
arbitrage by borrowing UST

• For example, the current borrow
interest rate is 13% APY, but borrow
APR is around 185% in the form of
ANC tokens: in other words, you are
getting paid to borrow UST

• This is possible due to the previously
discussed ANC token distribution
mechanism that incentivizes
borrowing when activity is low

• Arbitrageurs can also borrow UST,
and trade UST into another
stablecoin that yields a higher return
than the borrow rate

• Anchor presents unique arbitrage
cases to delta-neutral strategists

Stablecoin Arbitrage

Section II: Core Protocols
Anchor’s Product Market Fit
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Fixed ‘Anchor Rate’ 

• Governance decides the ‘Anchor
Rate’, which is the target rate that
depositors receive for their UST; this
rate is currently 20%

• There is also a lower threshold limit,
where Anchor will subsidize deposit
yields; this rate is currently 18%

• Subsidies come from the reserve:
• If real yield > Anchor Rate: extra

yield is put into UST
denominated yield reserve

• If real yield < Anchor Rate:
negative spread is subsidized by
yield reserve until this balance
goes to 0

• Anchor has its own governance
token, and extra rewards for
borrowing UST will fall or increase
based on spread between real yield
and Anchor Rate

• Depositors: Once UST is deposited
onto the platform, users will receive
aTerra tokens that are redeemable at
any time. Once redeemed, the user
will be returned initial UST tokens
and earned interest

• Borrowers: bLUNA needs to be
acquired by firstly redeeming LUNA
at a 1:1 ratio. Then bLUNA can be
collateralized to borrow UST. A loan-
to-value ratio of 50% must be
maintained, otherwise the user may
be subject to liquidation. Borrowers
are subject to borrowing fees, and
the current rate is ~13% per year

• Liquidators: After placing a bid on
various liquidation contracts,
liquidator receives tokens (bLUNA) at
a discount, and stablecoins within
the bid pay off the liquidated loan

Market Participants

• In the future, different collateral
assets will be added, opening up the
total addressable market for Anchor
Protocol
• Currently, those who demand

leverage may only collateralize
bLUNA if they view LUNA to be
a solid investment. Therefore, by
introducing new asset, total
number of users who choose to
collateralize will multiply quickly

• bAssets of proof-of-stake assets such
as Polkadot, Solana, and Ethereum
(bDOT, bSOL, bETH) will be available
soon

• Anchor is also working on a new
system called ‘Harpoon’, which will
make the liquidation process more
seamless and potentially allow for bot
liquidations; this will further protect
integrity of the system

Future Considerations

Section II: Core Protocols
Further Anchor Protocol Details and Future Considerations

Source: Anchor Protocol Docs 



What is Mirror? – The Second Core Protocol
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Section II: Core Protocols

Mirror Protocol is a platform that allows for the creation of synthetic assets called mAssets. These mAssets represent
commodities and equities that track real-world prices. Feeds of price information are retrieved via oracles and updated
every 30 seconds. Much like the current structure of DeFi, the integrity of Mirror’s system is protected by over-
collateralization. Therefore, in order to mint a new mAsset, a user must first provide a collateral ratio of >150% in the form of
Terra stablecoins or already-existing mAssets. In the event that an mAsset exceeds the price of the collateral, liquidations
will occur.

Mirror Allows for Permissionless Asset Trading

Sources: Mirror Docs

Trade current mAssets
that track Amazon, 

Google, Alibaba, 
Facebook, and Gold

Mint new mAssets that 
track other equities in the 
U.S. market and beyond 
on Terra and Ethereum 

Provide liquidity into 
mAsset-UST pairs to earn 

Mirror tokens



Mirror Lifecycle – The Process
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Section II: Core Protocols

Mirror Protocol follows a straightforward process when it comes to an mAsset lifecycle. The platform has already been put
to the test, as two mAssets were recently delisted off the platform due to stock splits / mergers.

In short, governance votes on which assets should become available on Mirror, and then the appropriate steps are taken to
list the mAsset on Terraswap. Users can then provide liquidity in the form of UST or other existing mAssets in order to
acquire LP tokens, which then can be used to earn Mirror tokens. Once a new pool has liquidity, any user is free to trade
the asset.

Whitelisting

Spirces: Mirror Docs

CDP Delisting

Whitelisting means to register an mAsset
on the Mirror platform. Governance first
needs to vote on which mAsset to
whitelist, and this is done through a
voting system. The process of whitelisting
an mAsset involves a few steps:

• Creating token (mTSLA)
• Assigning oracle (TSLA stock price)
• Creating trading pair (mTSLA-UST)
• Creating LP token that represents pair

In the event of a stock split or merger, the
relevant mAsset will be delisted or
discontinued. A new replacement mAsset
token will be created if appropriate, and a
user’s assets will be transferred
accordingly. The ‘end price’ for the real-
world asset will be used indefinitely as
users look redeem their mAssets to
access their collateral. Moreover, further
minting of this particular asset will be
disabled and liquidation auctions are also
turned off.

Once an asset is whitelisted, anyone can
use Terraswap to create a collateralized
debt position, or CDP, to acquire the
mAsset. There is a minimum collateral
ratio that must be required at all times
(150%). If the ratio is violated, an auction
process commences which allows users
to purchase collateral at a discount. To
access the collateral once again, the user
will need to return the number of
mAssets minted, and these assets will
subsequently be burned.



Mirror Tokenomics
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Section II: Core Protocols

Mirror’s token distribution will go towards 5
different functions by the end of year 4. The
airdrop targeted the right users, as those who
held UNI were more likely to understand the
liquidity provider model, and LUNA stakers
were already part of the Terra ecosystem.

Almost half of all tokens go towards mAsset
liquidity providers. Tokens are distributed
based on relative weight of each pair.
Although this creates tremendous inflation
over time, extra rewards are needed to help
provide strong liquidity in order to reduce
slippage for mAsset traders.

34.6% will be delegated to the community
pool by the end of year 4. This pool is meant
to help empower the Mirror community, and
one important initiative is the ’Grants’ system.

Mirror Final Token Distribution

Sources: Mirror Docs



Mirror Inflation
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Section II: Core Protocols

The most important inflation metric to
observe is the mAsset LP staking inflation
schedule:

• Year 1: 89 million

• Year 2: 44 million

• Year 3: 23 million

• Year 4: 11 million

Currently, APR’s for being an mAsset liquidity
provider is around 45%, and this figure has
halved in the last few months due to the
increasing number of pairs and liquidity
providers. During a bear cycle, demand for
non-crypto assets on the blockchain may
lead to further minting of new mAssets,
which will effectively push the APR’s down for
each pair, potentially closer to low double-
digit percentages. Mirror may need to find a
way to further incentivize liquidity providers
to maintain stable minting in the long run.

Distribution Schedule (In Millions)

Sources: Mirror Docs
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Protocol Fees

• A Mirror protocol fee is charged when a user redeems
their mAsset debt position for their collateral. This fee is
eventually distributed to MIR token stakers as a reward,
representing a ‘dividend-like’ event for owning Mirror’s
tokens

• Around 10% of final token distribution reward is given to
MIR LP stakers, therefore the current 91% APR comes
mainly from inflation rewards. Protocol fee rewards may
not become substantial for many years

• Mirror appeals very well to users outside of North America,
as the process of purchasing foreign equities is quite
complicated, and in some areas, is restricted to HNW folks

• Mirror’s total addressable market grows over time as
more people park their money in crypto and Terra
indefinitely

• Mirror’s total addressable market also relies on number of
equities available. However, too many equities decreases
staking rewards and incentive to be an LP

Mirror Has Tremendous Upside

Mirror Price
• The combination of a crypto super cycle and an

aggressive inflation schedule incentivizes users to
potentially stake their MIR tokens given the high APR,
which decreases sell pressure in the short run

• However, these incentives will continue to decrease and
users will look for exit liquidity during a bear market,
therefore MIR token may be subject to heavy selling in
the medium term.

• Synthetix is a popular synthetics platform that also offers
many of the real assets that Mirror does

• In the long run, Mirror will have to create a competitive
advantage rather than relying on high staking rewards to
attract users. This starts through grant portal to fund
ideas

• Mirror’s success depends heavily on the popularity of
Terra, as many novice blockchain users will want to
simplify their investments as much as possible

Mirror Has Lots of  Competition

Section II: Core Protocols
Considerations for Mirror

Sources: Mirror Docs
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Section II: Core Protocols
Mirror is Growing Quickly

Sources: SmartStake

Mirror’s TVL has gone from $650M to $2B in just 3 months, which is a result of the increased popularity of the platform and 
Terra’s ecosystem in general, as well as an increase in number of mintable mAssets. TVL took a ~25% dip when the crypto 

crash happened and users looked to exit their positions, but TVL has been on the rise ever since. Although the crypto 
market does not affect real equity prices, desire for exit liquidity into fiat during a crypto crash or bear market remains a 

concern for TVL in the short- and medium-term
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Section II: Core Protocols
Active Mirror Users Has Not Grown Substantially 

Sources: SmartStake

The number of active users on Mirror has remained constant in the past few months, which indicates that an 
increase in TVL is coming from increased CDP positions by the same users. This can be attributed to increased 

perceived trust of the platform. Further TVL growth will be dependent on new user adoption, which will be partly 
be fueled by potentially new unique mAssets, such as a crypto index, or a worldwide tech stock index
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Terra’s Ecosystem Is 
Growing at a Rapid Pace
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Section III: Ecosystem Expansion

Terra is becoming more than just a stablecoin
and two core protocols. Alongside natural
protocol growth within the Terra ecosystem,
institutions are directly participating in
ongoing development.

Delphi Digital, one of the most prominent
investment firms in the space, recently
launched an incubator which will support
several Terra-based startups as part of the
broader mission to grow Terra’s ecosystem.
As part of the incubation onboarding process,
Delphi Digital also hosted a hackathon from
May 5-7, which showcased dozens of Terra-
based protocols.

With the support of institutions, upcoming
complimentary protocols in which will
support the already-existing infrastructure of
core products will expand the demand for
UST and LUNA. The result is a deflating
supply of LUNA, which in turn also increases
the value of each token.

Terra’s Expanding Environment

Sources: Smartstake, Delphi Digital
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• Plans to introduce simplified on-
ramps through fiat deposits and a
debit card

• Hopes to build applications on Terra
ecosystem that enhance LUNA
staker benefits through loans

• Plans to build a platform that auto-
performs Anchor actions, such as
upping collateral, re-investing yields

• Allows depositors to unluck content
based on future yields, by locking in
principal for a defined period of time

• Creates opportunity for creators to
receive stable and continuous yields
over time, in return for a service
performed

• Offers other features such routing
depositor yields to charities

Pylon Protocol

• Optimizes yield farming strategies to
maximize user capital through auto-
compounding and vaults

• Leverages Mirror Protocol to invest in
liquidity pools such as mMSFT-UST

• Plans to allow for self-repaying loans
and interest-bearing collateral,
similar to Alchemix’s model

Apollo DAO

• Integrates the Anchor protocol to
donate a portion of a depositor’s
interest earnings to a charity of
choice

• Donors decide on the time interval
and frequency of donation, and this
protocol can essentially become a
‘perpetual charity endowment
protocol’

• Offers a seamless recurring
payments solution, for example
subscribing to Delphi Digital’s
newsletter each month

• Much like the integration with CHAI,
Suberra aims to leverage UST and
bridge the gap between real-world
merchants and Terra users

Suberra
• Mars aims to create a dynamic

money market that utilizes reactive
interest rates rather than fixed curves

• On top of regular collateralized
lending, Mars will allow for
uncollateralized lending to
whitelisted smart contracts in order
to increase returns through yield
farming strategies on Mirror

Mars Protocol

Orion Money

Angel Protocol

Section III: Ecosystem Expansion
Upcoming Terra Protocols

Sources: CypherHunter
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CHAI Is Fostering The 
Path Of  Innovation 
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Section IV: CHAI Integration

CHAI is a mobile payment application that bridges
the gap between consumers and vendors. By
leveraging the Terra blockchain, vendors and
consumers can save over 60% on processing fees
as compared to traditional financial institutions.

CHAI does in fact use Terra’s stablecoins, however
everything is handled in the back-end and the
consumer experience resembles a traditional
mobile shopping experience. With CHAI, Terra is
able to benefit from blockchain technology and
collect transaction fees without having to deal with
the conventional cryptocurrency on-ramp barriers.

The CHAI integration is a perfect example of how
blockchain technology can provide an innovative
solution to the current system which is based
around high fees, slow turnaround, and
oligopolistic competition.

Further expansion of CHAI in Asia and beyond, as
well as potentially new Terra blockchain
experiments curated by other FinTech's, will boost
transactional fee revenue for LUNA stakers.

CHAI, A Mobile Payment App Powered By Terra
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Section IV: CHAI Integration
CHAI’s Key Performance Indicators Are Strong

Source: CHAIScan

Currently, CHAI has over 2.42M total users and averages close to 70,000 daily active users
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LUNA’s Price Is Driven By Demand For Terra’s Products
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Section V: LUNA Tokenomics

Ultimately, the market capitalization of Terra’s stablecoins, primarily UST, and LUNA’s price, should be correlated in the long
run. Demand for UST and other Terra stablecoins is driven by application engagement within Terra’s ecosystem, such as
Mirror and Anchor. UST is acquired by redeeming LUNA. Every dollar of UST minted equates to one dollar of LUNA
burned. During periods of increased popularity, LUNA’s price will appreciate. However, since UST can also be redeemed for
LUNA, LUNA is minted during times of distress (for example during the May 19 flash crash), price fluctuations of LUNA are
currently somewhat correlated with the crypto market as a whole.

Initial LUNA Token Distribution

Sources: RBF Capital



LUNA Has Thrived in 
the Past Few Months
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Section V: LUNA Tokenomics

Within the last 4 months, 73.46 million LUNA
tokens have been burned as a result of
stablecoin minting. This is a decrease in total
supply of approximately 17%, as there are
currently ~409 million LUNA in circulation.
The translated dollar value of the 73.46 million
LUNA burned is at current prices equates to
$514 million.

This level of LUNA burning has evidently led
to an increase in LUNA price, as it has gone
from $1.79 to now $7.09 in the last 4 months.

LUNA’s Tokenomics basically boil down to
one simple formula:

Increase in demand for Terra stablecoins =
same increase in LUNA burning = price
appreciation of LUNA

LUNA Circulating Supply

Sources: SmartStake
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Section V: LUNA Tokenomics
UST Supply Statistics

Sources: SmartStake

UST supply has increased from 0 to 1.9 billion in the span 
of 7 months, partly due to the success of Anchor & Mirror, 
but also partly due to crypto’s bull run in general. In the 
same timeframe, LUNA price went from $0.30 to $7.09

UST supply recently peaked close to May 19 when the 
crypto market crashed, and redemption of UST has 

surpassed UST minting in the past few weeks. 
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Section V: LUNA Tokenomics
Correlation Between LUNA Circulating Supply

Sources: SmartStake

While comparing the two charts and keeping in mind the differences in date ranges, it is clear that a decrease in LUNA is 
a result of an increase in UST. LUNA circulating supply increased as of late, due to the rush for liquidity as users redeemed

their UST
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Do Kwon’s 1-Year $10B UST Supply Prediction

• Do Kwon recently tweeted a bullish sentiment that UST
supply could reach $10B by the end of the year

• We believe this is extremely optimistic given a few things:
• Crashes will always result in lower UST supply
• Insane growth of Mirror and Anchor may slow
• Terra’s ecosystem growth may be subpar
• Relative popularity of Terra may slow, as other

blockchains are innovating just as fast

• As previously mentioned, Delphi Digital’s commitment to
growing the Terra ecosystem is one of many reasons why
Terra will be a leading blockchain in the next few years

• Mirror and Anchor serve as fantastic core protocols to
upcoming complimentary ones, and many of the new
platforms highlighted in slide 22 will integrate into the
core protocols

• Current ETH protocols serve as a benchmark and sample 
case for many upcoming protocols

Innovation is Happening Fast on Terra

LUNA’s Potential Long-Term is Enormous
• $2B UST is a very small sum relative to the 2.1 trillion U.S.

dollar in circulation, and this is not mentioning all the
other currencies that LUNA supports

• UST minting potential just for the Mirror Protocol is huge,
as $2B TVL is small compared to $91T+ stock market val.

• LUNA is one of the only blockchains that already has
integrations with real-world merchants, and capturing a
small percentage of total $6.3T e-commerce market will
result in exponential printing of Terra stablecoins

• We perceive the minimum holding time for (staked)
LUNA to be at least 5-10 years

• Regulatory hurdles, specifically from the SEC (in 6-12 mo.),
may scare away UST and LUNA holders in the short run,
Thai Government has warned against LUNA stables

• Innovation takes time, and we are still years away from
mainstream crypto adoption, meaning that current
growth of LUNA ecosystem is propped up mainly by
increased user liquidity due to crypto asset appreciation

LUNA is Long-Term Investment

Section V: LUNA Tokenomics
Considerations for LUNA Token

Sources: Twitter, Do Kwon



For any additional inquiries, contact our team at:
block49capital@gmail.com


